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FREECULTASS003: Culture Assault Recs dubstep division delivers another free release! is
here!. Once again we offer you free downloads for your listening pleasure.

  dub's track is nothing short of an industrial-spiced heavy roller  which will lift your feet off the
ground the moment you hear it.
 
Reagge samples mixed with fuzzy basslines with metalllic hits
 
and atmospheric bleeps certainly do the job.
 
 
Loop Stepwalker creation takes a more minimalistic approach
 
with the same kind of industrial feel mixed with a dancefloor friendly
 
lead synth. All chopped up, mashed and glued together in what
 
Loop Stepwalker calls "Swordance"
 
 
Feel free to get both of these tracks for free, and make sure
 
to check out both Culture Assault Recs website & myspace
 
for future free downloads. Don't forget to visit Rdub's and
 
Loop Stepwalker's mysites to find out what they're cooking up next.
 
 
We hope you enjoy this release! Spread the word, and take care!
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Rdub's track is nothing short of an industrial-spiced heavy roller which will lift your feet off the
ground the moment you hear it. Reggae samples mixed with fuzzy basslines with metalllic hits
 
and atmospheric bleeps certainly do the job.
 
     
 
Loop Stepwalker creation takes a more minimalistic approach with the same kind of industrial
feel mixed with a dancefloor friendly lead synth. All chopped up, mashed and glued together in
what
 
Loop Stepwalker calls "Swordance"
 
Feel free to get both of these tracks for free, and make sure to check out both Culture Assault
Recs website & myspace for future free downloads. Don't forget to visit Rdub's and Loop
Stepwalker's myspace sites to find out what they're cooking up next. We hope you enjoy this
release! Spread the word, and take care!
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Artist: Rdub, Loop Stepwalker

  

Title: -
Cataloge nr.: FREECULTASS003
Style: Dubstep
Release Date: 15-August-2009
Quality: 320kbps / 44100Hz / Joint Stereo
Tracks: 2 ~19 Mb
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http://www.zshare.net/download/65458894687c89c2/

